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In this paper we study the consistency and asymptotic normality properties of 
nonlinear least squares (NLS) under a set of assumptions that are not difficult to verify. 
The statistical literature on estimation of nonlinear models by NLS rely on abstract 
theoretical conditions. See for example the books of Tong(1990), and Granger and 
Terasvirta(1993). There are alternative statistical frameworks but all of them depend 
on high level (very technical) assumptions that are difficult and tedious to verify, see for 
example Gallant and White(1988) and Wooldridge(1994). In this paper we show that 
for a general class of nonlinear dynamic regression models, there are explicit and easy 
to check conditions that satisfy the general framework of Gallant and White(1988). We 
show the usefulness of our assumptions with some examples from the class of Smooth 
Transition Autoregressive (STAR) models. 
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1 Introduction 
The statistical properties of linear time series models are well known. There exist well es-
tablished diagnostic procedures in the strategy of identification, estimation and testing. The 
class of ARIMA models is a clear exponent of it. However, there are serious limitations in 
the linear environment: all models are symmetric, sometimes it is difficult to find models that 
forecast better than a random walk, it is not easy to find models that are constant in the 
parameters and many time series are subject to abrupt changes (outliers). Those cases have 
been analyzed with linear models but incorporating exogenous information (dummy variables, 
intervention analysis, etc.). Nonlinear time series models are interesting alternatives to sug-
gest in those cases since they can endogenice the interventions and therefore improving the 
forecasting accuracy of the models. 
The class of nonlinear models is too broad to be well defined since obviously it includes any 
model that is not linear. In this paper we concentrate on two types of nonlinear models: nonlin-
ear dynamic regression models (nonlinear autoregressive distributed lag models) and nonlinear 
autoregressive models. Examples of general nonlinear formulations are the State Dependent 
models introduced by Priestley(1980) and the Double Stochastic models of Tjostheim(1986). 
Consider the following nonlinear autoregressive distributed lag model, 
where the variable Zt is "exogenous" and Vt is a random error term. This type of models 
are general enough to nest most of the asymmetric behaviour that has been found in some 
economic time series of the United States and Europe, like aggregate unemployment, secto-
rial unemployment, output, industrial production indices, etc., see for example Neftcy(1984), 
Rothman(1991), Terasvirta and Anderson(1992), and Burgess, Escribano and Pfann(1993). 
In this paper we specify model [1.1] in an equivalent but more useful way. We first write 
the linear autoregressive distributed lag part and then we add the nonlinear function that will 
therefore measure departures from linearity. 
Yt = 130 + f3;Yt-l + ... + f3;Yt-p + c50zt + c5;Zt-l + ... + c5;zt-q 
+ !(Yt-l, ... , Yt-p, Zt, Zt-b ... , Zt-q, ,*) + Vt. [1.2] 
This representation is useful to interpret the nonlinear model as a model that is linear but with 
partially constant parameters. The changes in the parameters are explicitly modeled by the 
particular nonlinear functions of interested. Therefore we can endogeniced structural changes. 
Furthermore, for theoretical reasons it is useful to explicitly study the conditions for estimation 
and inference in both formulations [1.1] and [1.2] since by doing that we are able to check in 
what sense those conditions differ from the well known conditions of the linear models. 
The class of nonlinear functions that we study in this paper is parametric. The main reason 
is that with macroeconomic time series the sample size is usually small, preventing us from 
using more general nonparametric procedures that require larger samples. Among the large 
type of parametric nonlinear models that are included in this framework we only mention some 
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of them. Logistic Smooth Transition Autoregressive (LSTAR) models are obtained from [1.2] 
by deleting the Zt-i , i = 0, ... ,q, variables and by making, 
In the Exponential Smooth Transition Autoregressive (ESTAR) models the function 1(,) is, 
A similar class of models was proposed by Tong(1978) which are the Threshold Autoregressive 
(TAR) models. These models can be thought as representing the limit behavior of STAR 
models where the transition between the two regimes occurs instantaneously at point 12: 
where I Yt _ d = 0 if Yt-d ::; 12 and I Yt _ d = 1 if Yt-d > 12' 
It is clear that those models are symmetric by construction. However, if some of the 
parameters of the two regimes are different or if we have more data in one part of the nonlinear 
function than in the other, the actual time series generating the data can be asymmetric 
and/or we can have extreme values (outliers) at particular dates. Terasvirta(1994) discusses 
in detail how to estimate and evaluate these STAR models and proposes a decision rule for 
selecting between the logistic and the exponential function. Escribano and Jorda(1994) suggest 
a different decision rule and study its implications with Monte Carlo simulations and with some 
empirical examples. The STAR models are usually estimated by NLS however, assumptions 
under which NLS work are never checked in practice and in fact convergence of NLS is one of the 
main problems one has to face when formulating this sort of models in empirical applications. 
In this paper, the specification procedure of nonlinear time series models is avoided and 
the estimation and inference is attacked directly. The problem of estimation and inference 
in nonlinear time series has been aproached by many authors using Markovian models, see 
for instance Tong (1990) and Terasvirta (1994), based on Klimko and Nelson(1978) who gave 
sufficient conditions to ensure consistency and asymptotic normality of M-estimators. The 
aplication of these results requires stationary ergodicity of the markovian process implicit in 
the series. However, many economic time series are nonstationary since they have mean, 
variance, covariance or other moments changing through time (we do not consider unit root 
cases). The stationary requirement seems to be too restrictive for these type of models and 
we propose to relax the usual assumption of stationary ergodic, or geometric ergodicity, to 
the condition of strong mixing which allows for some heterogeneity. Recall that geometrically 
ergodic processes are strong-mixing, see Meyn and Tweedie(1984). 
In this paper we establish a different set of conditions. Some of them, like strong mixing, 
are extensively used in the time series literature. Although we can not test for strong mixing 
it is a fairly general condition to be satisfied by many economic variables, may be after some 
transformations (differencing, etc.) and therefore it is not too restrictive. However, the other 
conditons that we propose are easily checkeable. The main advantage of our approach is 
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that we are able to write explicit assumptions, like moment conditions and conditions on the 
nonlinear model function, to obtain consistency and asymptotic normality of NLS. 
The structure of the paper is the following. Section 2, reviews the main results of the 
framework of Gallant and White(1988) that are useful for us and introduces the concepts that 
will be used later on. Section 3, works the details of the particular conditions that guaranty 
the consistency of NLS. Section 4, studies the extra conditions that are sufficient for asymp-
totic normality of NLS. Section 5, makes explicit those conditions for two different ESTAR 
models and shows how those conditions can be used as well in a more general framework. The 
conclusions are included in section 6. Finally all the proofs are in appendices A, B, and C at 
the end. 
2 Estimation and Inference in Dynamic N onlinear Models 
The estimation of dynamic nonlinear models is usually done either by maximum likelihood 
or by nonlinear least squares (NLS). Only the latter method is going to be presented here, 
although the former may be studied with few modifications. The seminal paper of estimation 
with this approach is Klimko and Nelson (1978), and a clear exposition of the least squares 
method may be found in Tong (1990) section 5.5. They prove consistency and asymptotic 
normality when the underlying process is a stationary ergodic process or geometrically ergodic 
with a unique stable distribution. Tong (1990) applies this result to the case of a STAR model 
with i.i.d. errors. 
The estimation of nonlinear models with exogenous variables can be traced as early as 
Jennrich (1969). This work provides conditions for the consistency and asymptotic normality 
of nonlinear least squares with i.i.d. errors. After this important contribution many others 
extended his results, for instance Hannan (1971) for time series, Robinson (1972) for systems 
of equations, Bierens (1981) for robust methods, and Burguete, Gallant, and Souza (1982) for 
implicit nonlinear simultaneous systems of equations without dynamics. Gallant and White 
(1988) provide a unified theory which allows for dependent and heterogeneous variables, im-
posing only mixing conditions, and avoiding stationarity and ergodicity assumptions. An 
extensive exposition of more recient studies may be found in Potscher and Prucha (1991a,b), 
and in Wooldridge (1994). 
The approach that is being followed here is based on Gallant and White (1988). In what 
follows we review their basic results that we use in the rest of the paper. 
The estimators considered in the previously mentioned literature are M-estimators, in par-
ticular NLS estimators, which are defined as solution to an optimization problem. Suppose On 
is given as a function of the data such that 
On E arg minoEeQnUi). 
For the NLS estimation of the model Yt = f( Xt, 0) + Ut we have 
n 
Qn(O) = n-1 2)Vt - f(Xt, 0))2 
t=l 
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n 
= n-1 L qt(O). [2.1] 
t=l 
The idea behind the consistency result is that if Qn(O) converges a.s. to Q(O), a nonstochas-
tic function, for every 0, and if Q(O) is maximized at the true parameter 00, then the limit of 
the maximum en should be the maximum OD of the limit Q( 0). On the other hand, the idea 
behind the asymptotic normality results is that in large samples, estimators are approximated 
by linear combinations of sample averages, therefore the central limit theorem ensures asymp-
totic normality of the estimators. For an intuitive discussion see Newey and McFadden (1994). 
If en is interior to e then the first order condition is n-1 L:~=l \lOqt( 0) = 0, and applying 
the mean value theorem 
n n 
n-1 L \lOqt(O) + [n-1 L \l~qt(e)](en - OD) = 0 
t=l t=l 
where e is in the line joining en and 00. Then multiplying by Vn and solving for y'n( en - OD) 
we obtain 
n n 
Vii(On - OD) = _[n-1 L \l~qt(e)rl[n-l/2 L \lOqt(Oo)]. 
t=l t=l 
Then we have that if the score verifies n-1/ 2 L:~l \lOqt(OO) .!i N(O, J) by the C.L.T., and the 
hessian verifies n-1 L:r=l \l~qt(e) ~ H by a L.L.N., then from the Slutzky theorem 
Sufficient conditions for the consistency of M-estimators are: (i) uniform convergence of 
Qn(O) to Q(O); (ii) the limit Q(O) is continuous; (iii)the parameter set e is compact; and (iv) 
Q( 0) has a unique maximum at the true parameter 00. 
The usual approach to ensure the uniform convergence and the continuity is a uniform law 
of large numbers (U.L.L.N.), which ensures that Qn(O) - E(Qn(O)) -+ 0 a.s. uniformly on e, 
so that we can take Qn(O) = E(Qn(O)) and Q(O) = limn-+oo Qn(O). 
vVe are going to expose primitive assumptions, that are will be used to derive the consistency 
result. Some concepts appearing in following subsections will be explained. We also present 
the main theorems that ensure the consistency and asymptotic normality. 
Definition 2.1 (Strong Mixing) Let {Vi} be a sequence of random vectors. Let F; == 
CT(Vs, ... , Vi) and define the a-mixing coefficients 
am == sup sup IP(G n F) - P(G)P{F)I· 
t {FEF:'oo,GEF;+m} 
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The process {Vi} is said to be strong mixing (also a-mixing) if am --+ 0 as m --+ 00. The 
coefficient am measure the amount of dependence between events involving Vi separated by 
at least m time periods. Mixing processes are useful because they allow considerable time 
dependence without necessarily restricting the heterogeneity of the process. Let am = O( mA) 
for all >. < -a, then am is said to be of size -a. 
Definition 2.2(Near Epoch Dependence) Let {Zt : n --+ R} be a sequence measurable-
(F,8) with E(Zl) < 00, for all t. Then {Zt} is near epoch dependent on {Vi} of size -a iff 
{vm} is of size -a, for Vm given by 
Vm == sup IIZt - E:~:(ZdIIL2 
t 
and E:~:(Zt) = E(Ztlvt-m,"', vt+m), where 11·IIL2 is the L2 norm of a random vector. Note 
that usually the forward values vt+r (r = 1,,,,, m) are useless, but harmless, because in our 
case Zt depends only on past values and not on future values. Given the above definition Vm 
can be defined as the worst mean squared forecast error when Zt is predicted by E:~:(Zt). 
When Vm tend to zero at an apropiate rate then Zt depends essentially on the recient epoch 
of vt. If Zt depends on a finite number of lags then it is near epoch dependence of any size. 
Definition 2.3 (a) (r-integrability) Let D t : n --+ R be a measurable-(F, B) sequence, then 
Dt is r-integrable uniformly in t iff IIDtllr :S ~ < 00 for r > 0, t = 1,2" . '. 
(b) (r-domination) qt (w, e) is r-dominated on e iff there exists Dt : n --+ R such that 
Iqt(e)1 :S Dt for all e E e and Dt is r-integrable uniformly in t. 
Definition 2.4 (Lipschitz-Ll a.s.) The sequence {qt : n x e --+ R} is defined to be 
Lipschitz-L1 a.s. on e iff qt(-, e) is measurable-(F, B) for each e, and for each eO there exists: 
(i) 6° > 0, (ii) functions L~ : n --+ R+ measurable-(F, B+), and (iii) functions a? : R+ --+ R+ 
with a~( c5) --+ 0 as c5 --+ 0, such that: 
(a) aD( 6) == SUPt a~( 6) < 00 for all 0 < 6 :S 6°, and aD( c5) --+ 0 as 6 --+ 0; 
(b) {n-1 E~=l E(L~)} is 0(1); and 
(c) for all e with p( e, eO) :S 6° it holds that 
Iqt(w, e) - qt(w, eO)1 :S L~a~(p(e, eO)) a.s. 
The terminology of the definition conveys the idea that the above Lipschitz condition holds 
almost surely, and that the Lipschitz functions L~ satisfy a restriction on the average of their 
L1 norms. 
Definition 2.5 (Uniform Convergence on e a.s.) Let {Qn : n x e --+ R} be a sequence of 
random functions continuous on e a.s. Let {Qn : e --+ ~} be a sequence of functions. Then 
Qn(w, e) - Qn(e) --+ 0 a.s. uniformly on e iff there exists F E F with P(F) = 1 such that 
'Vc> 0, 'Vw E F, 3N(w,c) < oo,s.t. 'Vn> N(w,c) 
sup IQn(w, e) - Qn(e)1 < c, 
BEe 
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as n ---+ 00. The uniform convergence arises because N (w, c) does not depend on e. 
Definition 2.6 (Identifiable Uniqueness) Suppose that e~ minimizes Qn(e) on e. Let 
S~(E) be an open sphere in ~k with radius c centered at e~. Let 1]~(c) = S~(c) n e, and define 
1]~(E)C = S~(E)C n 0. The sequence of minimizers {e~} is said to be identifiable unique on 0 iff 
either (i) for all E > 0, 1]~CE)C is empty, or Cii) for all E > 0 
lim inf ( min QnCe) - Qn(eO)) > o. 
n--+oo ilE7J~(e)C 
This condition rules out the possibility that Qn might be flatter and flatter in a neigh-
borhood of e~ as n ---+ 00; and also rules out the possibility that some other sequence, taking 
values in e, might yield values of the objective function approaching Qn(e~) arbitrarily close 
as n ---+ 00. 
The following list of assumptions are sufficient for consistency and asymptotic normality 
of NLS. Note that some the assumptions used for consistency are reinforced for normality by 
adding (in parenthesis) an extra requirement. 
Assumption 2.1 The observed data are generated as a realization of a stochastic process 
{Xd, with X t : n ---+ R, such that Xt is measurable-(F, B). The process Xt depends on an 
underlying process Vi and a parameter e* such that Xt = htC' . " Vi-b Vi, Vi+b ... ; e*). Both 
processes lay in a complete probability space (n, .1', P). The parameter e* lays in 0, where 0 
is a compact subset of ~k, and (e,p) is a separable metric space. 
Assumption 2.2 Let Qn : n x 0 ---+ iR be the optimand: Qn(w, e) == n-1 L:f=l qt(W, e), 
with qt: n x e ---+ R. For each e, qt(',e) is measurable-(F, B), and for each e, qt(w,') is 
continuous on () almost surely, (continuously differentible of order 2 on () a.s., for normality). 
Assumption 2.3 The sequence {Qn(en has identifiable unique minimizers {()~} on 0. 
Assumption 2.4 The elements of qt(()) are r-dominated on 0 uniformly in t, for r ~ 2, 
(for r > 2, for normality). 
Assumption 2.5 {Vi} is a strong mixing sequence such that Q m is of size -rl(r - 2) 
with r> 2, (of size -2rl(r - 2) with r > 2, for normality). 
Assumption 2.6 The elements of {qt(W, en are near epoch dependent on {Vi} of 
size -1/2 on (0,p), (of size -1 uniformly on (0,p), for normality). 
Assumption 2.7 {qt(W, en is almost surely Lipschitz-Ll on 0. 
The above conditions allow us to prove the following theorem, which states the main result 
on consistency. 
Theorem 2.1 (Consistency) Given (n, .1', P) and a compact set 0 E iRk, let Qn : nx0 ---+ iR 
be a random function continuous on e a.s. Let On be a measurable solution to the problem 
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minoee Qn(fJ). Suppose there exists {Qn : 0 --+ ~} such that Qn(O)-QnUJ) --+ 0 a.s. uniformly 
on 0. If {Qn} has identifiable unique minimizers {O~} on 0, then On - O~ --+ 0 a.s. 0 
Proof: See Theorem 3.3. of Gallant and White (1988). 
Note that in case Qn == Q, as for instance if Qn == limn-+oo E(Qn(w,O)), then the sequence 
{ O~} is one point 0°. 
Some assumptions have to be added to the above set of assumptions to prove asymptotic 
normality. 
Assumption 2.8 The elements of {V' oqt( O)} are r-dominated on 0 uniformly in t, r > 2. 
Assumption 2.9 The elements of {V'~qt( O)} are r-dominated on 0 uniformly in t, r > 2. 
Assumption 2.10 The elements of {V'Oqt(O)} are near epoch dependent on {lit} of 
size -1 uniformly on (0, p) 
Assumption 2.11 The elements of {V'~qt(O)} are near epoch dependent on {lit} of 
size -1/2 uniformly on (0,p) 
Assumption 2.12 The elements of {V' Oqt(O)} are Lipschitz-Ll a.s. 
Assumption 2.13 The elements of {V'~qt( B)} are Lipschitz-Ll a.s. 
Assumption 2.14 The sequence {B~} is uniformly positive definite, with {B~} defined 
below. 
The assumptions 2.8-2.14 as well as the assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4-2.6, allow us to prove 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2 (Normality) Given (n,F,p), (0,p), and Qn : n x 0 --+ ~ as in the assump-
tions, with Qn continuously differentiable of order 2 on 0 a.s., n = 1,2, .... Let On : n --+ 0 
be a function (F,Bk)-measurable n = 1,2, ... which solves mine Qn(B) a.s. and suppose 
(On - B~) --+ 0 a.s., for B~ E argmineQn(B) and B~ an interior point of 0. Suppose there 
exists a nonstochastic sequence of k x k matrices {B~} which are 0(1) and uniformly positive 
definite such that 
(BO)-1/2nl/2V'oQ(B~)' ~ N(O,Ik). 
If there exists a nonstochastic sequence {An: 0 --+ ~kXk} such that {An} is continuous on 
o uniformly in n, (V'~Qn(B) - An(B)) --+ 0 a.s. uniformly on 0, and {An(B~)} is 0(1) and 
uniformly positive definite, then 
(B~)-1/2 A~n-l/2(On - B~) ~ N(O, h). 
o 
Proof: See Theorem 5.1 of Gallant and White (1988). 
In the next two sections we introduce sufficient conditions for Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 
2.2 to apply. 
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3 Consistency of NLS Estimation 
Without loss of generality, we write model [1.2] without the f30 constant, to avoid tedious 
demonstrations, and without the contemporaneous exogenous variable Zt for convenience, al-
though [3.1] can be thought as having contemporaneous variables by a simple redefinition of 
the lags. In this case we have 
Yt = f3iYt-l + .. , + f3;Yt-p + 8iZt-l + ... + 8;Zt_q 
+ !(Yt-b ... , Yt-p, Zt, Zt-t, ... , Zt-q, ,*) + Vt. [3.1] 
In this section we concentrate on the assumptions that are sufficient to guaranty the con-
sistency of NLS. For convenience we specify the nonlinear autoregressive distributed lag model 
[3.1] in companion form. 
Let us define the vectors (p xl) Yi = [Yt, ... , Yt-P+l]', (q xl) Zt = [Zt, ... , Zt-q+1]', and (p xl) 
vt = [Vt, 0, ... ,0]'. Let us define the matrices (p X p) B* and (p X q) D* by 
1 ° ... ° ° 
( 
f3; f32 ... f3;-1 f3; 1 
B* -
- . . . . . , 
( 
8; 82 .. , 8;_1 8; 1 
° ° ... ° ° D*= . 
· . . . . 
. . . . . · . . . . 
. . . . . · . . . . 
° ° ... 1 ° ° ° ... ° ° 
Define also the vector (p xl) F(Yi-l,Zt-b'*) = [J(Yt-b ... ,Yt-p,Zt-l, ... ,Zt-q,'*)'O, ... ,O]'. 
Now our model [3.1] can be rewritten as 
Yi = B*Yi-l + D* Zt-l + F(Yi-b Zt-l, ,*) + vt. [3.2] 
Notice that if there were a constant then model [3.2] would be Yi = C* + B*Yi-l + D* Zt-l + 
F(Yi-l,Zt-l,,*) + Vi for C* a (p X 1) vector equal to [f3o,O, ... ,0l'. Furthermore, if there is 
no linear part in the model then f3; = ° for all i and the companion form would be Yi = 
Q*Yi-l + F(Yi-b Zt-b ,*) + vt for a matrix Q* equal to B* replacing f3; by zeroes. This case 
will be useful later on when comparing models [1.1] and [1.2] 
The parameter vector that has to be estimated in [3.1] is 
0* = [f3i, ... , f3;, 8i, ... ,8;, (,*)']' 
which for ,* E Rg belongs to e E Rp+q+g. The space e is determined by the assumptions 
below. Since we are interested in estimation by nonlinear least squares, the optimand Qn : 
n X e --+ R, which depends on the data Y-p+b ... , Yo, Yt, ... , Yn and Z_q+1, ... , zo, Zt, ... , Zn, is 
given by 
n 
Qn(w, 0) == n-1 L qt(w, 0) 
t=l 
where qt(w, 0) is given by 
qt(w,O) == IYt - f31Yt-l - ... - f3PYt-p - 81zt - 1 - .. , - 8qzt_q 
- !(Yt-l, ... , Yt-p, Zt-l, ... , Zt-q" W 
- IIYi - BYt- 1 - DZt- 1 - F(Yi-l' Zt-b,)II~ 
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where the norm 2 of a vector X = [Xb ... , xp] is IIXII2 = (x~ + ... + x~)1/2. 
For any vector norm II . II it can be defined a matrix norm II All , which is said to be a 
subordinate matrix norm, if for any vector X it is true that 
IIAXII ~ IIAIIIIXII· 
The following theorem finds a suitable matrix norm which will be useful for our purposes. 
Theorem 3.1 For any given matrix A and any number c > 0, there exists at least one 
subordinate matrix norm II . 115 such that 
IIAlls ~ p(A) + c 
where p(A) is the spectral radious of A, Le. the largest eigenvalue of the matrix A. 0 
Proof: See Ciarlet (1989). 
See Appendix A for the definition of the matrix norm II ·115. 
Definition If we take Yt as a random vector we define its LR norm as IIYt IILR == (E( IIYtlls ))l/r == 
E1/r(IIYtlls)' This norm is usually called Lp norm, but for notational convenience we will use 
R instead of P. 
Lemma 3.1 If g is a random vector, the function N defined by N(g) == IlgllLR is a norm. 
o 
Proof: See Appendix A. 
The following assumptions are sufficient to prove that the nonlinear least squares estimator, 
0, is consistent for ()*. Note that the inequality between random variables hold a.s., and the 
values bBy,oH, ... are positive and finite real numbers that are used as bounds; and the same 
can be said for ~~) etc. 
Assumption MD 
Model [3.1] is the true model in the sense that 
E(YtlYt-b ... , Yt-p, Zt-l, ... , Zt-q) == f3iYt-l + ... + f3;Yt-p + biZt-l + ... + b;Zt_q 
+ f(Yt-l, ... , Yt-p, Zt-b ... , Zt-q, ,*). 
Assumption MX 
{(lit, Zt)} is strong mixing with {an} of size -v/( v - 2) with v > 2. 
Assumption eT 
(i) For some matrix norm 11·lls we have IIB* + \7yF(Y,Z,,*)lls == bBY < 1; 
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(ii) If(O, ... ,0, Zl, ... , Zq, ')'*)1 ~ §HIIZlIs; 
(iii) for the norms 11·lIs and 11·112 we have IIBII ~ OCB; and IIDII ~ 0CD; 
(iv) for the norms 1I·lIs and 11·112 we have lIV'yf(Y,Z,i)1I ~ OKY; and lIV'zf(Y,Z,i)1I ~ OKZ; 
Assumption eN 
J(Yt-l, ... , Yt-p, Zl, ... , Zq, i) is continuously differentiable in each argument. 
Assumption LR 
For r = 5 we have 
(i) EIIZtlls ~ ~~); 
(ii) Ellvtlls ~ ~~); 
(iii) EIIZtllsllZslls ~ ~~1; 
(iv) EllvtllsllVslIs ~ ~~~; 
(v) EIIZtllsllVslIs ~ ~~~. 
Assumption LN 
(i) The following inequality hold a.s. 
(ii) The following inequality hold a.s. 
Note in the last assumption that since 11 . lis is a subordinate matrix norm then IIAXlIs ~ 
IIAllsIIXlls. Note also that V' --r!(Yt-b ... , Yt-p, Zt-b ... , Zt-q, i) is a (gx 1) vector and V' -yF(Yt-l' Zt-l, i) 
is a (g X g) matrix with rows (V' -yl', 0', ... ,0'), and then V' -yF = MV' -yf for a matrix M with 
a first row of 1 's and everywhere else zeroes, which has spectral radious equal to 1. Therefore 
the first inequality of (ii) is obvious. 
The following Lemma and Theorem prove the consistency of the NLS estimator. 
Lemma 3.2 Under Assumptions MD, MX, CT, CN, LR, and LN we have the following 
results 
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(i) {Yt} is near epoch dependent of any size on {(Zt, lit)}; 
(ii) {Yt} is r-integrable uniformly in t, for r given in Assumption LR; 
(iii) qt(w,(J) is s-dominated for s = r/2; 
(iv) {qt(w, (J)} is near epoch dependent on {( Zt, lit)} of any size; 
(v) qt(w,(J) is Lipschitz-Ll a.s. on e. 0 
Proof. See Appendix B. 
Theorem 3.2 (Consistency) Under Assumptions MD, MX, CT, CN, LR, and LN and the 
identification assumption stated below, the nonlinear least squares estimator for model [3.1], 
e, converges a.s. to the true value (J*. 0 
Proof. 
By Lemma 1 we can apply Theorem 2.1 if we prove that {Qn} has identifiable unique 
minimizers. Since the mean square error has a unique minimum at the conditional mean, 
and since model [3.1] is the conditional mean from Assumption MD, then the identification 
condition is that 
for (B*,D*,,*) f. (B,D,,). With this new assumption we can apply Theorem 2.1 and the 
consistency of NLS follows. Q.E.D. 
3.1 Comments on Assumptions 
In this section we explain the main implications of the assumptions, and see the form of the 
assumptions in the case of a simple NAR(l) model. 
Assumption MD 
This assumption implies that the error term Vt is a martingale difference sequence. 
Assumption eT 
Assumption CT(i) is analogous to the condition that the roots of the AR(p) model must be 
outside the unit circle in the case of an AR(p). Consider a nonlinear example given by simple 
NAR(1) 
Yt = g(Yt-ll Zt-I, (J*) + Vt. [3.3] 
Gallant and White (1988) demostrate that under some regularity conditions Yt is NED on 
{(Zt,Vt)} if g(·,z,,)is a contraction mapping, i.e., ityg(y,z,,)1 < 1. If we write the NAR(l) 
as a linear AR(l) plus a nonlinear term, as in [2.1] we can make clear that assumption CT is 
1 :yg(y, z, (J*)I = l,Bi + :yf(Y, z, ,*)1 == bEY < 1. 
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Assumption CT(i) could be replaced by CTT given by 
I £la f(YI, ... ,yp,zt, ... ,zq,/*)1 ~ 0Yj; and IIIB*b+JpOMyl == IOByl < 1; 
vYj 
where OMy = maxj{oyJ. CTT is more restrictive, essentially because la + bl ~ Ilal + Ibll, al-
though sometimes it is more easily interpretable, since it means that f(Yt-l, ... , Yt-p, Zt-l, ... , Zt-q, /) 
is a contraction mapping in each of the Yj arguments. 
It is interesting to note that not any norm can be used in Assumption CT(i). If we 
replace ~ . lis by ~ ·112 we have that IIM~2 = maximum eigenvalue of (M' M), and for the matrix 
M = (B* + VyF(Y,Z,/*) we have that maximum eigenvalue of(M'M) ~ 1, without respect 
to the spectral radious of B*. Therefore the norm II . ~s is the appropiate norm. 
Assumption CT(ii) can be expressed for the simple case [3.3] as 
and it imposses a linear growing upper bound in the growth of f(·) with respect to the exoge-
nous variables Zt. 
Assumption CT(iii) restricts the space 8. 
Note that Assumption CT(iv) implies Assumption LN(i). The reason is essentially the 
following. Consider the simplest model with Ityf(y)1 ~ /( then If(y)1 ~ elyl + M, and the 
proof can be done by taking a partition of the interval [0, y] and considering that for £ small 
enough IU(x+£) - f(x))/£I ~ /(. Nevertheless CT(iv) is not implied by LN(i), as the following 
counterexample shows. Take f(x) = x sin(1/x), then f(x) verifies LN(i) but lxf(x) does not 
verify CT(iv). For the simple case [3.3] we have 
a 1 ayg(Yt-b Zt-l, 0)1 < OKY, 
a 
lazg(Yt-I,Zt-t,O)1 < OKZ. 
Assumption eN 
Assumption CN allows us to take a mean value expansion of the function f(·) as in Jennrich 
(1969). 
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Assumption LR 
Assumptions LR are restrictions as moment conditions on Zt and lit. Note for example 
that the relationship between the norms 11· /Is, defined for some matrix A, and /I • /loo gives 
I/Zt!ls < C(AY"ZtII~ 
= C(AY(. max IZt-i!r 
J=O •...• q-1 
= C(AY. max IZt_iIT 
J=O ..... q-1 
and since E(maxi IZi/) < 00 if maXi EIZil < 00, then EI/Ztl/s < ~~) is implied by the existence 
of moments of order r in {zd. 
Assumption LN 
Assumption LN(i) implies that the growth of the function F(·,·, I) is linear at most. In 
fact, a linear bound would be I/F(Yt, Zt, I)"~ ~ C + CF(I/Ytl/s + I/Zt/ls) but mantaining the 
constant C makes the proofs more messy without changing the main argument. Assumption 
LN(i) can be replaced by IIF(Yt, Zt, I )II~ ~ CFdYt/ls + CF2/1Zt/ls + CF3I1Yt/ls/lZt/ls or similar 
ones. For the simple case [3.3] we have 
Assumption LN(ii) implies a linear behaviour for 'V .. J. Note that 'V -J(yt, ... , Yt, Zt, ... , Zq, I) 
is a (g xl) vector and 'V "F(Y1' Zl, I) is a (g X p) matrix, with only the first row different from 
zero and equal to 'V"f(·). It has to be noted that I/'V"f(Y, Z'/)/I~ ~ L(/IY/ls + /IZ/lS)2 implies 
18~J(Y, Z'/)I ~ L(IIYlIs + IIZlIs)2. For the simple case [3.2] we have 
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180 g(Yt-1,Zt-1,/)1 ~ oL(IYt-11 + IZt-1/). 
In the next section we prove the asymptotic normality of NLS. 
4 Asymptotic Normality of NLS Estimation 
As in the previous section our model is given by [3.1], and the optimand is given by [2.1]. 
Define the score by the (p + q + g) X 1 vector 'V oqt given by 
8 88 88 8, 
'Veqt(w,O) = [8,81 qt, ... , 8,8p qt, 801 qt, ... , 80q qt, 8/1 qt, ... , 81g qt] . 
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Since each derivative is for i = 1, ""p, and analogously for bj for j = 1, .. " q equal to 
-2Yt-i(Yt - !31Yt-l - .. , - !3PYt-p 
-b1zt- 1 - .. , - bqzt_q - !(Yt-b .. "Yt-P,Zt-b .. "Zt-q,,))j 
and for i = 1, .. ,,9 equal to 
then we can write the absolute value of the score by 
IV' eqt(w, 0)1 = 21(Yt - !31Yt-l - .. , - !3PYt-p - b1zt- 1 - .. , - bqzt_q 
- !(Yt-l, .. " Yt-p, Zt-l, .. " Zt-q,,)1 
X [Yt-l, .. " Yt-p, Zt-I, .. " Zt-q, aa !(Yt- b Zt-I,,), .. " aa !(Yt-l, Zt-b,)l' ,1 ,g 
211Yt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yt-b Zt-b,)i!2 
X [Yt-l, .. " Yt-p, Zt-b .. " Zt-q, aB !(Yt-l, Zt-l,,), .. " aB !(Yt-l, Zt-l,,)l' ,1 ,g 
= -211Yt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yt-b Zt-l, ,)112 X DV 
for the vector DV == [Yt-l, .. "Yt-P,Zt-l, .. "Zt-q,J-!(Yt-l,Zt-l"), .. ,,J-!(Yt-l,Zt-b,)]" V~l V~g 
Analogously define the hessian by the (p + q + 9) x (p + q + 9) matrix V'~qt given by 
f)2 f)2 f)2 8jj2Qt(w,O) 8fhf)/h qt(w, 0) f)~gf)(31 qt( w, 0) 
f)'.} ( f)2 f)2 
V'~qt(w, 0) a{hafh qt w,O) 
8(j'fqt (w, 0) a~9a{32 qt(w, 0) 
f)2 f)2 f)2 a{31a~9 qt (w, 0) f)(32f)~g qt (w, 0) pqt(w,O) ~g 
This matrix includes six types of elements, given by 
2Yt-iYt-j, 
2Zt-iZt-j, 
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{)2 
-2[-{)-j(Yt-l,Zt-l,'Y)] X IIYt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 -- F(Yt-l,Zt-b'Y)1I2, 
'Yi/j 
{) {) 
+2[-{) j(Yt-l,Zt-b'Y)] X [-{) j(Yt-bZt-l,'Y)]. 
'Yi 'Yj 
We will study below each type separately. 
Some of the assumptions used for consistency have to be reinforced for normality. Again 
the values ~~p, and bLi are positive and finite real numbers that are used as upper bounds. 
Assumption LF 
For j = 8 + c we have 
(i) EIIZtll~ ~ ~~); 
(ii) Ellvtll~ ~ ~V); 
(iii) EIIZtII~IIZsll~ ~ ~Vl; 
(iv) Ellvtll~IJVsll~ :s ~V~; 
(v) EIIZtll~IJVsll~ :s ~V?· 
Assumption LN' 
(i) For j = 1, ... ,g we have 
1I\7'Y{){) j(Y,Z,'Y)II~~ bL1 (llYlls+ IIZlIs?; 
'Yj 
(ii) For i,j = 1, ... ,g we have 
Assumption eT' 
For the norms 11 . 112 and 11 . lis we have the inequalities 
(i)118~J \7y j(Y, Z,'Y)h:S bKG ; 
(ii)118'Y~~'Yi \7y j(Y, Z,'Y)112:S bKGG . 
The asymptotic normality is based on Theorem 2.2. The following lemma allows us to 
apply such theorem. 
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Lemma 4.1 
Under the set of assumptions MD, MX, CT, CN, LF, LN', and CT', the following results 
hold: 
(i) the elements of \l eqt(w, 8) are g-dominated on 0 uniformly in t for 9 > 2; 
(ii) the elements of \l~qt(w, 8) are g-dominated on 0 uniformly in t for 9 > 2; 
(iii) the elements of \l eqt(w, 8) are near epoch dependent on {(Zt, Vi)} of any size uniformly 
on (0,p); 
(iv) the elements of \l~qt(w, 8) are near epoch dependent on {(Zt, Vt)} of any size uniformly 
on (0,p); 
(v) \l eqt(w, 8) is Lipschitz-Ll a.s. on 0; 
(vi) \l~qt(w, 8) is Lipschitz-Ll a.s. on 0. 0 
Proof: See Appendix C. 
Theorem 4.1 (Asymptotic Normality) Under the set of assumptions MD, MX, CT, CN, 
LF, LN', and CT', the NLS estimator, 8, of 8 for model [3.1] is asymptotically distributed as 
(B~rl/2 An(8~hrn(On - 8~) ~ N(O, h) 
for B~ == Var(n-l/2I:~=1 M~t), M~t == \leqt(8~), and An(8) == \l~Qn(8). 0 
Proof: 
From Lemma 4.1 we can apply Theorem 2.2 and the results follow. Q.E.D. 
4.1 Comments on Assumptions 
This subsection presents the implications of the assumptions on the simple model [3.3]. 
Assumption LN' 
Assumption LN' is a strengthening of assumption LN. For model [3.3], assumption LN' is 
(i)I,"g(Yt-l,Zt-l,8)1 ~ bLIIYt-ll; 
(ii)l~g(Yt-ll Zt-ll 8)1 ~ bL2IYt-ll· 
Assumption eT' 
Analogously, eT' is a strengthening of assumption CT. For model [3.3], assumption CT' is 
(i)I/o tyg(Yt-l, Zt-ll 8)1 ~ bKG; 
(ii)l," tyg(Yt-l, Zt-l, 8)1 ~ bKGG. 
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5 Examples and Extensions 
5.1 Consistency of ESTAR Models 
As an example of the use of our assumptions we analyze in detail the consistency and asymp-
totic normality of a ESTAR model. The simplest case of a ESTAR model is 
Yt f31Yt-1 + 61Yt-1(1 - exp{ -,1(Yt-1 -'2?}) + Vt 
= f31Yt-1 + !(Yt-b 6b Ib 12) + Vt 
= f31Vt-l+!(Vt-l,/)+Vt [5.1] 
where I = [6b III 12]. To check assumption CT we take the partial derivative 
This function is bounded, because the function g(z) = exp{ _z2}z2 is clearly bounded, since 
it is continuous and g(z) - 0 as z - 00, g(z) - 0 as z - o. The maximum value of 
~ !(Yt-1, I) is obtained as a function of the 61,,1,,2 parameters. A grid of values for Yt-1 VYt-l 
provides a set of values for -&  !(Vt-l, I) and by inspection we can see if the maximum of 
Yt-l 
1,61 + -&  !(Vt-b 1)1 is above or below 1. For instance, the following graphs show the curve of 
Yt-l 
the derivative [5.2] for values of the parameters (,61,61,,1,/2) given by (0.6, -0.7,0.4,1.3) and 
(0.3,0.5,0.1,1) respectively. 
O.K L2 
0." 
U 
0.' 
0.9 
0.2 0.8 
0.7 
-0.2 0.6 
0.5 
-0.' 
0.' 
-0.6 003 
-0.8 0.2 
-10 -K -6 -4 -2 10 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 10 
For model [5.1] we have that Assumptions MD, MX, and CN are immediately satisfied; 
Assumption CT(i) can be checked by inspection as we have shown; Assumption CT(ii) is also 
immediately satisfied; Assumption CT(iii) restricts the parametric space; Assumption CT(iv) 
follows once Assumption CT(i) is satisfied. Furthermore, Assumption LN(i) is clearly satisfied, 
since !(Vt-bll,,2) = 61Yt-1(1- exp{-,1(Vt-1 - 12)2}) verifies that !(Vt-blb/2) - 0 as 
Vt-1 - 0, and !(Vt-b Ib 12) - 1 as Yt-1 - 00; therefore 
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for CF = 81 + 1. To study Assumption LN (ii) let us see the score vector 
[
f) f) f) ] 
"V ·r!(Yt-ll/) = -f)~ !(Yt-ll/), -f) !(Yt-ll/), -f) !(Yt-b I) 
ul 11 12 
with 
f) 
f)OI !(Yt-l,/) = Yt-l(1- exp{-/l(Yt-l -/2)2}, [5.3] 
f) 
-f) !(Yt-b/) - OIYt-l(Yt-l -/2)2 exp{-/l(Yt_l -/2)2}, [5.4] 
/1 
f) 
-f) !(Yt-b/) = 0IYt-l/l(Yt-l-/2)exp{-/I{Yt-l-/2)2}. [5.5] 
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Therefore the score behaves like 
"V -y!{Yt-b I) rv [Yt-l exp{ -yi-Il, yr-l exp{ -y;-Il, Y;-1 exp{ -Y;-Il] 
which has a finite bound. 
From equations [5.2], [5.3], [5.4], and [5.5] it is clear that further derivatives are bounded. 
Therefore Assumptions LN'(i), LN'(ii), CT'(i), and CT'(ii) are also satisfied for this model. 
Exactly the same procedure allows us to examine the more general models. Take for 
instance condition CT{i) in the following model: 
Yt = f31Yt-I + f32Yt-2 + 0l Zt-l + 02 Zt-z 
+( 7rl Yt-l + 7r2Yt-2 + 8l zt- l + 82zt- z )(1 - exp{ -/1 (Yt-l - 12)2}) + Vt 
= f31Yt-l + f32Yt-2 + 0lZt-l + 02 Zt-z 
+ !(Yt-l, Yt-2, Zt-l, Zt-z, 7rl, 7r2, 81 , O2, /1, 12) + Vt. [5.6] 
Let I = [7rl,7r2,8},82'/1"2]. In this case we have to study the spectral radious of the matrix 
B'V F == (B + 'V F) given by 
where 
B=(~l ~) 
'VF=(~ ~) 
If model [5.6] does not have endogenous linear part, i.e. f3I = f32 = 0, then the elements of 
matrix B, except the element (1,2) which is equal to 1, are all null. The general rule for this 
case is explained in section 3. 
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5.2 Extensions 
Consider the case of a TAR model given by 
where I(Yt-1 < 0) the characteristic function for the set {Yt-1 < o}. In this case the slope of 
the model is either f3* or f3* + ).*. Then taking where possible the derivative, we have that 
condition CT(i) is 1f3* + ).* I(Yt-1 < 0)1 < 1, which means that in each region the function is 
"stable" in the sense that its slope is smaller than 1. In this case condition eN is violated, but 
the proof of each lemma can be done for each subset Yt-1 > /1 and Yt-l ~ /1, and then ,the 
consistency result applies again. 
The restriction of a linear growth can be weakened to a linear growth by intervals, for 
instance, 
for Y > /1 
for y ~ /1 
In this case the proof of each lemma can be done for each interval, and the consistency result 
follows. This allows us to deal with polynomic functions of any order, by truncating the 
polynomial at certain bounds. Thus, for a fourth order polynomial we have 
{
CO + Doy + EOy2 + FOy3 + GOy4 for B1 ~ Y ~ B2 
f(y,/)= C1+D1y for y<B1 
C2 + D2Y for y > B2 
Notice that these polynomials functions are not required to be bounded by a constant but 
by a linearly growth term. This extension allows us to consider nonlinear models in the form 
of a nonlinear error correction, see Escribano (1986). The nonlinear term is the lagged error 
from a cointegration relationship. The results of this paper include this class of models as long 
as the cointegrating vector is known. However, when the cointegrating vector is not known 
this extension requires a deeper analysis since the individual variables might have unit roots, 
trending variables, see Andrews and McDermont (1995), or they might have extended memory, 
see Granger (1995). We are currently working on this extension. 
6 Conclusions 
In this paper we give explicit sufficient conditions for consistency and asymptotic normality of 
the NLS estimator of the parameters of nonlinear dynamic regression models. In these models 
we allow for some heterogeneity (non-stationarity) as long as the underlying stochastic process 
is mixing. The basic statistical framework is based on Gallant and White(1988). 
We show how, under some simple and explicit conditions on the linear and nonlinear terms 
and under some moments conditions, NLS is consistent and asymptotically normal. This is 
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in sharp contrast with the conditions available at the moment since they are highly technical, 
difficult and tedious to check in practice. 
The analysis is based on general nonlinear autoregressive distributed lag models but writ-
ten as partially linear model. This is not restrictive and on the other hand it allows us to 
clarify the relationship with the well known conditions for estimation and inference in linear 
time series models. This parameterization includes as particular cases the Smooth Transition 
Regression models (STR) and the Smooth Transition Autoregressive models (STAR). These 
classes of models are becoming very popular in modelling the behaviour of asymmetric time 
series variables, see for example Tedisvirta(1994). 
However, the set of assumptions we have proposed allow for more general nonlinear func-
tions. They do not require the function to be bounded by a constant but to be bounded by a 
linearly growing term. This is important since it opens the opportunity to include a broader 
class of models like the Nonlinear Error Correction models introduced by Escribano(1986). 
APPENDICES 
A Norms and Matrices 
A.1 The norm 11· lis 
The vector norm that gives the matrix norm 11 '11s is 1IYlls given by 
1IYlls II(U(A)D(A))-lYlloo 
IIY*lloo 
m?Xlyil 
I 
where 11 . 1100 is the norm of the maximum and the vector Y* = [Yi, ... , Y;] is given by the 
product (U(A)D(A))-ly, for some matrices U(A), and D(A) that depends on the matrix A. 
Since Yi = L:~=l CijYj for some constants Cij we have 
p p 
m~xlYil 
I 
m~x I L Cij Yjl ~ m~x L !cij Yjl 
I j=l I j=l 
p p 
< m~xm~x !cijl L IYjl ~ C(A) L IYjl 
I J j=l j=l 
< P C(A) m~x IYjl 
J 
where C(A) is some value that depends on the matrix A. Therefore 1IYIIs < C(A)llYlloo. 
Evenmore, since 11Y112 ~ NllYlloo for some constant N then 
11Y112 ~ N CtA) IIYlls = J((A)llYlls 
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but also 1IYlloo < MIIYI12 for some constant M, then 1IYIIs ~ C(A)llYlloo ~ C(A)MIIYII2. These 
inequalities will be used later in the proofs. 
A.2 Proof of Lemma 3.1 
(i) Triangle Inequality: By the Minkowsky inequality we have 
E(llg + hlls) = E(llg + hllsllg + hlls-l) 
~ E((llglls + Ilhlls)(llg + hlls-l)) 
= E(llgllsllg + hlls-l) + E(llh~sllg + hlls-l) 
Now recall the Holder inequality: E(IXYi) ~ El/PIXIP El/QIYIQ, for ~ + ~ = 1. Therefore 
E(llg + hlls) ::; E1/TllgllsE(T-I)/T(llg + hlls- 1 Y/(T-l) + E1/Tllhll sE(T-l)/T(llg + hlls- 1 Y/(T-l) 
= (E1/rllgll s + E1/Tllhll s)E(r-l)/r(llg + hlls-1 y/(r-l) 
= (E1/Tllglls + El/rllhlls)El-l/r(llg + hlls) 
as we want. 
(ii) Scalar Multiplication: 
IlaXllLR = E1/rllaXlls = E1/TlanlXlls = la1E1/TIIXlls = lalllXllLR 
Q.E.D. 
B Proof of Lemma 3.2 
B.1 Proof of Lemma 3.2(i) 
Let us define the sequence of predictors fYt} by 
_ _ {f3iYt-l + ... + f3;Yt-p + f(Yt-l, ... , Yt-p, 0, ... ,0, 1*) 
Yt - ° 
Therefore Yt = [Ypo .. ,Yt-P+1)" and Yt = B*Yt- 1 + F(Yt-1,O'I*)' 
Let us define the sequence of predictors {Yr.,} for m ~ q, by 
{ 
(3*-m (3*-m $:* + $:* 1 Yt-l,s+l + ... + pYt-p,s+p + VI Zt-l + ... Vq Zt-q 
Y2s = ~ f(Yr:-l,s+l' ... , yf,:p,s+p, Zt-l, ... , Zt-q, 1*) + Vt 
Yt 
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for t > ° 
for t ~ ° 
for s + q ~ m 
for s + q > m 
Therefore~:Z = [Yr." "" Yf.:P+1,s-P+1]" and ~:z = B*~~I,S+1 +D* Zt-l +F(~~I,S+1' Zt-b ,*)+ 
Vi, With this definition Yf,O depends on Vt, Zt-b "" Zt-q directly and indirectly on Vt-l, "" Zt-m, Vt-m; 
then by the definition 1Jf's is 0"( Vt, Zt-l, Vt-l, "" Zt-m, Vt_m)-medible, , 
The difference between Yt and its predictor Y t is 
IIYt - Ytlls < IIB*Yt-1 + D*Zt-1 + F(Yt-I,Zt-ll'*) + Vi - B*Yt- 1 + F(Yt-I,O,,*)lls 
< IIB*(Yt_1 - Y t-I) + F(Yt-l, Zt-I, ,*) - F(Y t-I, 0, ,*)lls 
+IID*llsIIZt-tIIs + IIVills, 
Using the mean value theorem for random variables and Assumption eT we have 
F(Yt-l,Zt-I,,*) - F(Yt-I,O,,*) 
= [J(Yt-l, "" Yt-p, Zt-l, "" Zt-q, ,*) - f(Yt-l, "" Yt-p, 0, ",,0, ,*), 0, ",,0], 
[ {) f(" .... " *)( -) = -{) Yt-I, "" Yt-p, Zt-I, "" Zt-q" Yt-l - Yt-l + '" + YI . 
{) f(" "" " *)( -) 
-{) Yt-l, "" Yt-p, Zt-l, "" Zt-q" Yt-p - Yt-p + Yp 
{) f( ,. ..,' .. *)( ) + 
-{) Yt-I"",Yt-p,Zt-l"",Zt-q" Zt-I +'" 
ZI 
{) f(" .... " *)( ) ° 0]' 
-{) Yt-I"",Yt-p,Zt-l"",Zt-q" Zt-q, "'" Zq 
= [\7y f(Yt-I, it-I, ,*)(l't-I - Y t-I) + \7 Z f(Yt-l, it-I, ,*)Zt-I, 0, ",,0)' 
= \7y F(}~-l' it-I, ,*)(Yt-I - Y t-I} + \7 ZF(Yt-l, it-I, ,*)Zt-l 
where \7y f(Yt-I, it-I, ,*) is a (px 1) vector, and where \7y F(Yt-l, it-I, ,*) is a (p xp) matrix 
with rows (\7y f', 0', ",,0'),; and the third equality represents a couple of inner products, Now 
~h~ " 
lilt - Ytll s ::s; IIB* + \7yF(y,i,,*)llslllt-1 - Yt-tIIs 
+(IID*lls + 11\7 zF(Y, i, ,*)lls)IIZt-tIIs + IlVtlls, 
Now since Yo = Yo = 0, and IIB*+ \7y feY, i, ,*)lls == bBY < 1, and (1ID*lls+ll\7 zF(Y, i, ,*)lls) == 
bDZ, then we can write 
Therefore 
t-I t-I 
lilt - Yt!ls ::s; L bkYllVi-ills + L bkybDZIIZt-I-ills, 
i=O i=O 
t-I 
- 2 ('""" 2" 2 Elllt - Ytll s < E L..- bBy(IIVi-ills + bDZIIZt-l-iI!S) 
i=O 
t-It-l 
+ L L bk+~(IIVi-ills + bDZIIZt-I-ill s?) , 
i=Oi::j:.i 
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Now by Assumption LR we know that ElllItll~ ~ ~~), EIIZtll~ ~ ~~), and ElIlItllsllZt!ls ~ ~~k, 
then for some constant 8 DV Z 
t-l 
EIIYt - YtII~ < L 8Jjy(~~) + 8Dz~~) + 28Dz~~~) 
i=O 
t-It-l 
+ L L 8k+~(~~) + 8Dz~~) + 28Dz~~~) 
i=O i::f:.j 
t-l t-It-l 
< 8DVZ L8Jjy + 8DVZ LL8k+~ 
i=O i=O i::f:.j 
= 8Dvz[1/81y] + 8DVZ[1/(1- 8By)2] 
= i\ (2)_ 
'-ly_y. 
Now the difference between Yt and its predictor ~o is , 
IIYt - ~~lIs < IIB*Yt-1 + D* Zt-l + F(Yt-b Zt-b ,*) + lit - B*~~I,1 - D* Zt-l 
F(Yt-I,b Zt-l, ,*) + lItlls 
< IIB*(Yt-1 - ~~1,1) + F(Yt-l' Zt-b ,*) - F(~~I,I' Zt-b ,*)lIs. 
U sing again the mean value theorem for random variables we have 
IIYt - ~~lIs ~ IIB* + \7y F(Y, Z, ,*)lIsIlYt-l - ~~I,ll1s 
and we have by iteration 
IIYt - ~~lIs < IIB* + \7yF(y,Z,,*)lIsIlYt-m - Yt-mlls 
- 8By 11Yt-m - Yt-mlls 
with IbByl < 1; now taking expectations in IIYt - ~:Oll~ we have 
EIIYt - ~~II~ ~ b1yEIIYt-m - Yt-mll~ = 81Y~~~v' 
and we obtain a bound for EIIYt - ~oll~, say ~ (2) -. Note also that EIIYt - ~o112S --t 0 as 
, y-y , 
m --t 00 because IbByl < 1. Now given Et-m(Yt) == E(YtIVt, Zt-b Vt-b ... , Zt-m, Vt-m), we can 
find a bound for IIYt - Et- m(Yt)IIL2. Since ~:o is cr-( Vt, ... , Zt-m, Vt+m)-medible then 
-m 1/2 -m 2 IIYt - Et-m(YtHLS < IIYt - ~,oIILS = E IIYt - ~,olls 
< (~(2) _)1/2 == ~2 _. 
y-y y-y 
Therefore {Yt} is near epoch dependent on {(Zt, lit)}, and since EIIYt - ~:on --t 0 at 
exponential rate, then it is n.e.d. of any rate. Q.E.D. 
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B.2 Proof of Lemma 3.2{ii) 
Let us begin with the following property. For any matrix M and vector X we have 
Therefore recalling the Minkowsky inequality: IIX + WIILR ~ IIXIILR + IIWIILR, we obtain 
IIYtIILR = IIB*Yt-l + D* Zt-l + F(Yt-l, Zt-b ')'*) + vtllLR 
< IIB*Yt-l + F(Yt-l' Zt-b ')'*)IILR + ~D*llsIIZt-tIILR + +llvtIILR. 
Now let us study the above sumation. By the mean value theorem we have 
F(Yt-l, Zt-l, ')'*) 
= [J(O, ... ,0, Zt-h ... , Zt-q, ')'*) + t aa .fUil-I, ... , Vt-p, Zt-b ... , Zt-q, ')'*)(Yt-i), 0, ... ,0] 
i=l YI 
= F(O, Zt-b ')'*) + Y'y F(Y, Zt-b ,*)Yt-l 
where the last equality follows from the same steps than in Lemma 3.1(ii). Now taking ex-
pectations and recalling IIIIXII,ILR = IIXIILR, and IIZtllLR = El/rllZlls ~ (~~))l/r == ~z, and 
IlvtllLR ~ (~~))l/r == ~v, we have by an appropiate definition of the constant OHH by As-
sumption CT(ii) that 
IIYtIILR < IIB*Yt-l + F(O, Zt-l, ,*) + Y'y FeY, Zt-l, ,*)Yt-t!lLR 
+IID*llsIIZt-tIILR + IlVtllLR 
- IIB* + Y'y F(Y, Zt-l,,*)llsIIYt-tIlLR + OHH 
< OByIIYt-t!lLR + OHH. 
Now by iteration in IIYiIILR ~ oByIIYi-dLR+OHH' and since IIYollLR = ° and by Assumption 
eT, we obtain IIYtIILR ~ ~}r. Q.E.D. 
B.3 Proof of Lemma 3.2(iii) 
Since our matrix of interest is (B* + Y'y F(Yi, Zt, ,*) == (BY' F) and we know that IIYi -
Yt!l2 ~ OBV'FIIYt - Ytlls for some constant OBV'F that depends on the matrix (BY' F), then by 
Assumption LN we have 
1 
-1: -Iqt(w, (J)I = UBV'F 
1 12 
-1: -IIYi - BYi-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yi-l' Zt-l,,)12 UBV'F 
< IIYt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yt-t,Zt-l,,)g 
< IIYiII~ + 21IYills11BYi-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yi-l' Zt-b,)lls 
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+IIBYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yt-l,Zt-},'Y)II~ 
< 1I1~11~ + 21IYtlls[CCBIIYt-I!Is + CCD IIZt-l lis + CCF(IIYt-I!Is + IIZt-I!Is)] 
+[ccBIIYt-llls + CCD IIZt-l lis + CCF (11 Yt-l lis + II Zt-t!lS)]2 
= IIYtII~ + 21IYtlls[(CCB + cCF)IIYt-ds + (CCD + cCF)IIZt-llls] 
+[( CCB + CCF )21IYt_lll~ + (CCD + CCF )21IZt_lll~ 
+2( CCB + CCF)( CCD + CCF )IIYt-lllsIIZt-I!Is] 
- Dt • 
Now recall that IIIIYII~IILS = El/sllllYll~ll~ = El/sllygs = (E1/(2s)llygs)2 = 11Y11i2S. Recall 
also that by the Holder inequality with p = q = 2, we have 
IIXYIILS = E1/sIXYls = (EIXlslYn1/s 
~ (E1/2IXI2s E1/2IYI2S)1/s = IIXIIL2SIIYIIL2S· 
And also by the Minkowsky inequality IIX + YIILS ~ ~XlILs + ~YIILS. Then we have 
IIDtliLs = 11{ IIYtII~ + 21IYtlls((CCB + cCF)IIYt-I!Is + (CCB + cCF)IIZt-I!Is) 
+(CCB + CCF)21IYt_lll~ + (CCB + CCF)21IZt_I!I~ 
+2( CCB + OCF)( OCD + OCF )IIYi-t!lsIIZt-tIIs }IILS 
< IIYilli2S + 21IYiIIL2S[(CCB + OCF) II Yi-t!I L2S + (CCB + cCF)II Zt-t!lL2S] 
+[( CCB + CCF )21IYt-11112S + (CCB + CCF )21I Zt-11112s 
+2( OCB + OCF)( OCD + OCF ) II Yi-t!IL2SI1 Zt-t!lL2S]. 
But since 2s = r then IIYtllL2S = IIYtIILR ~ ~y and IIZt!lL2S = IIZtllLR ~ ~z then IIDtllLS ~ ~D. 
Q.E.D. 
BA Proof of Lemma 3.2{iv) 
To prove this result we apply Theorem 4.5 in Gallant and White (1988). We define 
Xt = (Yi, Yt-b Zt-l) 
it = cy~o, Y/~l1' Zt-l). , , 
Then we take b(Xt, ()) = qt(w, ()). As we saw in Lemma 3.1(iii), b(Xt, ()) is s-dominated for 
s = r /2. Since we took r > 4, we impose that b( X t , ()) is at least 2-dominated. Now recalling 
that IIW - Vb ~ IIIWII2 -IWbl and IIW + VII2 ~ IIWII2 + IWII2 we obtain 
Ib(Xt,()) - b(xt,())1 = IIIYt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yi-I,Zt-I,'Y)II~ 
- - - 2 -1I~p - B~~\,l - DZt- 1 - F(~~l,l,Zt-l,'Y)lbl 
= IIIYt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yt-I,Zt-b'Y)II~ 
- - - 2 -1I~p - B~~l,l - DZt- 1 - F(~~l,l' Zt-b'Y)1I21 
= 1(IIYt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yt-l,Zt-l,'Y)1I2 
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+IJYto - BY/::'l,l - DZt-l - F(~~l,l' Zt-l, ,)112) 
x(IIYi - BYi-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yi-l,Zt-b,)1I2 
-~~:o - B~~\,l - DZt - 1 - F(~~1,1,Zt-b,)112)1 
< IllYills + IIBI12~Yi-lb + IIDI121I Zt-lls + ~F(Yi-b Zt-}',)~S 
+11~:Olls + IIBII2II~~l,llls + IIDllsIZt-Iils + IIF(~~l,l' Zt-b, )llsl 
x IIIYt - ~:Olls + IIBI121IYt-l - ~~l,Iils 
+IIF(Yi-I, Zt-b,) - F(~~l,l' Zt-b, )llsl 
_ B(x,i,o) 
xlllYt - ~:Olls + IIB11211Yt-1 - ~~l,l~S 
+IIF(Yt-l, Zt-l,,) - F(~~l,l' Zt-b,Hsl· 
Note that in fact the last inequality should be given by ~X1I2 ~ OBVFllXlIs to be true, but 
the multiplicative constant OBVF has been removed for the easy of exposition. Recall that 
IIF(Y, Z" )~s = IIf(Y, Z" )lls since the left hand side is a vector with only the first component 
different from zero. Let us denote lIV'y feY, Z,,)lls == OKY, as in Assumption eT. Now as we 
saw in the lemmas above 
IIF(Y, Z,,)lls = IIF(O, Z,,) + V'y F(Y, Z,,)· Ylls ~ oHIIZIIs + oKyllYlls 
IIF(Y, Z, ,)lls = IIF(O, Z,,) + V'y F(Y, Z,,)· :VIis ~ oHIIZIIs + oKylJYlls 
IIF(Yi-l,Zt-l,,) - F(~~l,l,Zt-},,)lls ~ oKyllYi-l - ~~l,llls. 
Therefore applying this results to B(Xt, if, 0) we obtain 
Ib(Xt, 0) - b(ir, 0)1 ~ IllYills + 11~:Olls + 6cB(IIYi-I!Is + 11~~l,ds) + 26cDII Zt-I!Is 
+20HII Zt-I!Is + oKy(IIYt-ds + 11~~l,ds)1 
x IIIYi - ~:Olls + (6cB + 6Ky )IIYi-l - ~~l,llls 
- B(Xt,.LYtm) x d(Xt,Xr). 
We take p = q = 2 and we have to see that B(Xt,Xf,O) is q-dominated uniformly, 
B(Xt,Xtm,O)d(Xt,.::.Yf) is s-dominated uniformly, and SUPt Ild(Xt,Xf)IILP is of some s~e. To 
prove that B(Xt, Xf, 0) is q-dominated for q = 2, we start by noting that B(Xt,Xf) ~ 
B(xt,iT). Now 
IIB(Xt, Xr)IILQ ~ IIYiIILQ + 11~:OIILQ + 6cB(IIYi-t!lLQ + 11~~l,lIILQ) + 26cDII Zt-11ILQ 
+26HII Zt-t!lLQ + 6Ky(IIYi-t!lLQ + 11~~l,dLQ). 
Now, liYrllLR ~ ~ir by the same argument that we used to found IIYiIILR ~ ~y. Since 
IIYiIILR ~ ~y, and IIZtllLR ~ (~~»)l/r == ~z, and IIXIILQ ~ IIXIILR (because q = 2 < r = 4+t:), 
then 
IIB(Xt,.LYf)IILQ < IIYiIILR + 11~:OIILR + 6cB(IIYi-I!ILR + 11~~l,tIILR) 
+26cDII Zt-I!ILR + 26H II Zt-I!ILQ + 6Ky(IIYi-I!ILR + 11~~l,dLR) 
- ~B· 
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We have also found that IIB(Xt,iF)IILR is bounded by ~B' Now since q 
d( Xt, i;n) is q-dominated, because 
Ild(Xt,iF)IILQ < IIYt - ~:OIILQ + (OCB + oKy)IIYt-1 - ~~I,IIILQ 
< ~~_y + (OCB + OKy)~~_y' 
2 then 
Note that from Lemma 3.1(i), EIIYt - ~:oU $ ~~~y -+ 0 as m -+ 00, then since p = 2 
sup Ild(Xt, i;nIILP -+ 0 
t 
at exponential rate as m -+ 00, and then is of any size. The only thing that we need and 
remains to be proved is that Ild(Xt,iF)IILR is bounded. This norm is like the norm we used 
in Lemma 3.1(i), except that then R was changed by 2, and now we have LR norm. The 
same argument that in Lemma 3.1(i) may be used, we only have to prove that EIIYt - Ytlls is 
bounded. Now we use that r = 5, then 
n (L ad5 = L J((bl, ... ,bn)a~la~2 ... a~n 
i=1 {{bl, ... ,bn }lbl+ ... +bn=5} 
where the constants J( depend on (b1, ... , bn). It can be proved easily by induction that the 
above formula is indeed correct. When we take expectations 
t-I 
EIIYt - Ytll~ < E(LOky(llvt-iIIs + ODzIIZt-I-dls)r 
i=O 
L J((bl, ... ,bn)E(a~la~2 ... a~n) 
{{bl , ... ,bn}lb1 + ... +bn=5} 
for n = t, and aj = Byi-I(llvt_j_llls+DZIIZt_jlls), forj = 1, ... , nj then, each term is bounded 
by Assumption LR with r = 5, Therefore we obtain for r = 5 that EIIYt - Ytlls :S ~ry; -Y' 
t- t 
Recalling the definition for d(X,X) we can say Ild(X,X)IILR :S ~d' for r = 5. Therefore since 
IIXYIILS = IIXIIL2SlIYIIL2S and IIXIIL2S = IIXIILR, then for s = 2 + C 
IIB(Xt, XF, B)d(Xt, XF)IILS < IIB(Xt, XF)d(Xt, XF)IILS 
< IIB(Xt,iF)IILRlld(Xt,i;n)IILR 
< ~B~d' 
We ha':,.e obtained that qt(w, B) == b(Xt, B) is 2-dominat:.dj d(Xt, X[J is p-dominated, and 
B(Xt,XF,B) is q-dominated for p = q = 2j and B(Xt,Xf,B)d(Xt,Xf) is s-dominated for 
s = 2+cj then Theorem 4.5 of Gallant and White can be applied and the desired result follows. 
Q.E.D. 
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B.5 Proof of Lemma 3.2{v) 
Recalling that IIW - Vl1 2 2: IIIWI12 - 11V1121 for the first inequality, we can write 
Iqt(w, (1) - qt(w, (2)1 = IP't - Bl It-I - nl Zt-l - F(lt-l, Zt_b"l )II~ 
-lilt - B2lt_l - n2 Zt-l - F(lt-b Zt-b ,,2)II~1 
= IIllt - Bllt_l - nlZt_l - F(lt-l,Zt_b,,1)II2 
+IIlt - B2lt_l - n2 Zt-l - F(lt-b Zt-b ,,2)1121 
X IIllt - Bl It-I - nl Zt-l - F(Yi-b Zt_b"l )112 
-IIYi - B2lt_l - n 2Zt_l - F(lt-bZt_b,,2)II21 
< 1211lti!2 + 20CB IIlt-l b + 20CDII Zt-d2 + 20CF(IIlt-tII2 + II Zt-lll2)1 
xlIIBl - B211211Yi_tl2 + IInl - n2112I1Zt_li!2 
+IIF(lt-l, Zt-l, ,,2) - F(Yi-l, Zt_b,,1 )112. 
Now recalling Assumption LN we have 
therefore 
IIF(Y, Z, ,,2) - F(Y, Z, ,,1)112 < IIV"Yf(Y, Z, i) . (1'2 _,,1 )112 
< IIV"Yf(Y,Z,i)II2!I'Y2 - ,,1112 
< v'h(IIYII2 + IIZII2)!l'Y2 - ,,1112, 
Iqt(w,8l ) - qt(w,82)1 < 1211Yill2 + 20CBllYi-t!l2 + 20CD 11 Zt-t!l2 + 20CF(P't-lll2 + IIZt-t!l2)1 
xlllBl - B2112I1Yi_t!l2 + IInl - D2112I1Zt-t!l2 
+vL(IIlt-tII2 + II Zt-1i!2)!l'Y2 - ,,11121 
< 1211Yill2 + 20CBIlYi-t!l2 + 20CDII Zt-tII2 + 20CF(IIYi-tII2 + II Zt-tII2)1 
xIlIYi_tII2(IIB2 - Blll2 + VLh2 - ,,1112) 
XIlZt_t!l2(IID2 - Dlll2 + VLh2 - ,,1112)1 
= 1211Yill2 + 20CB IlYi-l112 + 20CDII Zt-tII2 + 20CF(IIYi-tII2 + 11 Zt-tII2) I 
X(IIYi-tII2 + IIZt-tII2)(IIB2 - BII12 + IID2 - D1112 + VLh2 - ,,1112) 
= 1211Yills + 20CBIlYi-tIIs + 20CD 11 Zt-tIIs + 20CF(IIYi-tIIs + II Zt-l11s)1 
x (IIYi-tIIs + IIZt_ds)(IIB2 - Blll2 + IID2 - D1112 + VLh2 - ,,1112) 
_ L~ X a~(p(fP, 01 )) 
(note that again in the last inequality a multiplicative constant has been removed), where 
L~ = 1211Yills + 20CBIIYi-tIIs + 20CDII Zt-llls + 20CF(IIYi-llls + IIZt-tIIs)1 
X lllYi-ll1s + IIZt-dsl 
and we define a? as the identity function, and p( 02 ,01 ) as the distance 
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where 01 = [,81, ... , ,8~, 01, ... , o~, /1, "',11]' == [01,01, Ob]'. With this definition p is a distance. 
Now, by Assumption LR and the previous lemmas ~YtIIL4 ~ ~}, IIZtllL4 ~ ~k' and as we saw 
in Lemma 3.I(iii), IIXYIILS ~ IIXIIL2SIIYIIL2S, then 
E(L~) = IIL~IILl 
< 11{211Ytlls + 20CBIIYt-Iils + 28cD II Zt-Iils + 28cF(IIYt-Iils + II Zt-llls)}IIL2 
X II II Yt-t!ls + IIZt-t!ls~L2 
< (112YtIIL2 + 20CBIIYt-dL2 + 20CDII Zt-t!lL2 + 20CF(IIYt-lIIL2 + II Zt-t!lL2) 
x(IIYt-lIIL2 + II Zt-lIIL2) 
which has every term bounded, then 
n 
limsupn-1 LE(L~) < 00 
n t=1 
and therefore qt(w, 0) is Lipschitz-Ll a.s. on 0. Q.E.D. 
C Proof of Lemma 4.1 
C.l Proof of Lemma 4.l(i) 
We can write 
IVoqt(w,O)1 = 12DV X (Yt - ,8iYt-l - ... - ,8;Yt-p - 8iZt-l - ... - 8;Zt_q 
where 
- !(Yt-l, ... , Yt-p, Zt-l, ... , Zt-q, 1*))1 
< 12DVI X lilt - Blt-1 - DZt-l - F(Yt-t, Zt-l,/)!i2 
< 12DV'I X lilt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yt-l, Zt-l,/)112 
< ~12DV"1 X IIYt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yt-l,Zt-l,/)lls 
D'VF 
DV' = [Yt-b ... , Yt-p, Zt-l, ... , Zt-q, V6£(IIYt-Iil2 + II Zt-1112), ... , ~(IIYt-1112 + II Zt-lll2))' 
DV" = [Yt-l, ... , Yt-p, Zt-l, ... , Zt-q, V6£(IIYt-ds + IIZt-ds), ... , ~(IIYt-tIIs + IIZt-tIIs))'. 
Now we analyze each element in the vector 12DV"1 X IIYt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yt-b Zt-b I )lls. 
Recall that we saw in Lemma 3.I(iii) that IIYt-BYt-l -DZt-1-F(Yt-b Zt-b I )IILS ~ IIDtllLS < 
00 for s = r /2. Now for the first type of elements taking LG norms 
IIYt-dYt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yt-bZt-b/)lls~LG 
~ IIYt-dL2GIIYt - BYt-l - D Zt-l - F(Yt-b Zt-b I )IIL2G 
~ IIYt-lIIL2CII DtIIL2G 
~ ~il~~· 
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Since it has to be 9 > 2, and recalling Lemma 3.1(iii) we know that IIDtlIL2G is bounded by 6.7] 
if IIZtllL4G ~.6.~ and IIYt llL4G ~ .6.~, then we have to assume LF with f = 8+€. Analogously, 
elements of the type IIZt-iIIYt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yt-l' Zt-b, )IIIILG are bounded by .6.~.6.b. 
For other elements we have 
Q.E.D. 
II{ VL(111~_tIIs + IIZt-tIIs)IIYt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yt-l' Zt-l" )lls}IILG 
~ VL(IIYt-dL2G + II Zt-dL2G)IIYt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yt- 1 , Zt-b ,)IIL2G 
~ VL(IIYt-dL2G + II Zt-dL2G)IIDtIIL2G 
~ VL(.6.~ + .6.~).6.'t. 
C.2 Proof of Lemma 4.1(ii) 
Let us analyze each element in V~qt(w,e). For types A, B, and D we recall the definition of 
norm LR, then we have E1/TIYt_iZt_jIT = IIYt-iZt-jIILR ~ IIYt-i~L2R~Zt-jIIL2R' and since r has 
to be 2+€ we take the bound bK.6.}.6.~, for some constant bK, because IIYtllL2R = El/2TIIYtllY' ~ 
E 1/ 2T IIYtIIY' x b(B'YF),' since 1I1~lls ~ bB'YFIIYtlloo. For type C recall from Assumption LN(ii) 
that IIV")'f(Y,Z,,)II~ ~ L(llYlls + IIZlls)2. Then for some constant b(B'YF)' 
a IIYt-iIIL2RII-a f(Yt-b Zt-b,)IIL2R 
'Yj 
< b(B'Y F),lIYt-iIIL2RIIV ")'f(Yt-b Zt-b 'Y )IIL2R 
< b(B'YF)'lIYt-i~L2RJ6L(IIYt-dL2R + II Zt-tIIL2R). 
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and since r = 2 + c, these terms are bounded by Assumption LF. 
Q.E.D. 
C.3 Proof of Lemma 4.1(iii) 
Let us analyze each element in V eqt(w, 8). Recall from Lemma 3.1(iii) that {Yt} is n.e.d. on 
{(Zt, Vi)}, therefore {yt} is n.e.d. on {(Zt, Vi)}. We also have from Lemma 3.1(iv) that 
{qt(w,O)} is n.e.d. on {(Zt, Vi)}. Let us see that qt(w,0)1/2 == ~Yt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 -
F(Yt-l, Zt-l, 1)112 is also n.e.d. Take b(Xt, 8) = qt(W, 8)1/2 for X t as defined in Lemma 3.1(iv), 
and analogously for b(Xt, 0). Then by the same steps than in Lemma 3.1(iv) we get 
Ib(Xt,O) - b(Xt,O)1 = IIIYt - BYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yt-b Zt-l,/)1I2-
IIYt - BYt-l - D Zt-l - F(Yt-l, Zt-l, 1)1121 
< 1 x (IIYi - Ytlls + (CeB + CKy)IIYi-l - Yt-ds 
- B(Xt,Xt,O) X d(Xt,Xt ) 
(note that in fact the last inequality should be given by IIXh ~ CBVFllXlls to be true, but 
the multiplicative constant is dropped for the easy of exposition); then as in Lemma 3.1(iv) 
we get that qt(w,0)1/2 is n.e.d. From Corollary 4.3 in Gallant and White (1988) (sums and 
products of n.e.d. are n.e.d.), we get {Yt-iIIYi - BYt-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yi-l,Zt-l,/)1I2} is n.e.d. 
For the case {Zt-iIIYi - BYi-l - D Zt-l - F(Yi-ll Zt-b I )112} it is even simpler because Yt-i is 
replaced by Zt-i. For the case {~J(Yi-l,Zt-l'/)IIYi - BYi-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yi-I,Zt-l,/)112} 
'-''Yg 
let us see that {~J(Yt-b Zt-l, I)} is n.e.d. on {(Zt, Vi)}. With the same definitions that in 
'-''Yg 
Lemma 3.1(i), and with If-m being the a-algebra generated by (vt, Vt-l, Zt-b ... , Vt-m, Zt-m), 
and using Assumption CT'(i) we have, by the equality of the partial second derivatives under 
the regularity conditions of Young's theorem, that 
I j)8 J(Yi-l, Zt-b I) - E[ j)8 J(Yi-l, Zt-l, I )IILmll Uli Uli 
88-~ I ~ J(Yi-l, Zt-b I) - ~ J(Yi-I, Zt-b /)1 Uli Uli 
88- 88-~ I-j)-~ J(l't-l, Zt-l, I)(Yt-l - fit-I) + ... + -j)-~ J(Yi-l, Zt-b I)(Yt-P - Yt-p)1 UYt-l Uli uYt-p Uli 
8 8 - _ 8 8 .. _ 
= 1~-j)-J(Yi-l' Zt-l,/)(Yt-l - Yt-l) + ... + ~-!)-J(Yi-l' Zt-b/)(Yt-P - Yt-p)1 Uli UYt-l Uli UYt-p 
8·· -~ II~VyJ(Yi-I,Zt-l'/)hIIYt-l- Yt-d2 Uli 
~ cKGIIYi-l - Yt-1112 
~ CKGCBVFIIYi-l - Yt-llls 
and since EIIYi-l - Yt-ds < ~ (1) - as we saw in Lemma 3.1(i), then J-J(Yi-I, Zt-l, I) is n.e.d. 
- Y -Y '-''Yi 
on {(Zt, Vi)}. Since we now that products of n.e.d. are n.e.d. then {o~J(Yi-ll Zt-b/)IIYi-
BYi-l - DZt- 1 - F(Yt-l, Zt-l, I )h} is n.e.d. on {(Zt, Vi)}. 
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Q.E.D. 
CA Proof of Lemma 4.1(iv) 
Let us analyze each element in V'~qt(w, 0). For cases A, B, and D we have that Yt-iYt-j, Yt-iZt-j, 
and Zt-iZt-j, are clearly n.e.d. For case C and E we use that 8~j !(Yt-l, Zt-b ")') is n.e.d. as we 
saw in Lemma 4.1(iii), and the result follows directly. For case F we use Assumption CT'(ii) 
and repeat exactly the same steps than in Lemma 4.1(iii), with the regularity conditions applied 
now to the derivative -88 !(.)), to prove that ~!(Yt-bZt-b")') is n.e.d. on {(Zt, lit)}, and ~k O~i~k 
the result follows directly. Q.E.D. 
C.S Proof of Lemma 4.1{v) 
Let us analyze each element in V' Oqt(w, 8). In the case Yt-iIIYt-BYt-l -DZt-l-F(Yt-l, Zt-l, ")' )112 
recalling the steps of Lemma 3.1(v) we can write the inequality below 
IYt-iIIYt - Bl Yt- l - Dl Zt-l - F(Yt- b Zt-b ")'1)112 
-Yt-iIIYt - B2Yt_l - D2 Zt-l - F(Yt-l' Zt-b ")'2)112! 
= !Yt-l! 
X IIIYt - Bll't_l - Dl Zt-l - F(Yt-b Zt-b ")'1 )112 
-IIYt - B2Yt_l - D2 Zt-l - F(Yt-b Zt-b ")'2)II2! 
~ !Yt-l! 
x (IIYt-tIIs + II Zt-tIIs) 
(IIB2 - Blll2 + IID2 - Dlll2 + V6Lh2 - ")'1112) 
== IYt_lIL~a~(p(82,81» 
for a~(-) being the identity function, and L~ == (IIYt-tIIs + IIZt-tIIs). Recalling Lemma 3.1(v) 
we know that 
E(IYt-iIL~) = IIYt-lL~IIL1 
< IIYt-dL211L~IIL2' 
and by the same argument that in Lemma 3.1(v) we conclude that 
00 
lim sup n- l L E(IYt-iIL~) < 00. 
n t=l 
An analogous reasoning can be applied to the case Zt-iIIYt - BYt-l - D Zt-l - F(Yt-l, Zt-b ")' )112 
In the case 8~J(l't-b Zt-l, ")' )IIYt- BYt-l -DZt- 1 - F(Yt-l, Zt-b ")' )112 recall that lAB - C DI = 
32 
then we have 
1 aa !(Yt-l, Zt_l"l )IIYt - Bl Yt-l - nl Zt-l - F(Yt-l, Zt_l"l )112 ,i 
- aa !(Yt-l, Zt-l, ,2)IIYt - B2Yt_l - n2 Zt-l - F(Yt-l, Zt-l, ,2)~21 
,i 
= loa !(Yt-l, Zt_l"l)1 ,i 
xlllYt - BlYt_l - n l Zt_1 - F(Yt-l,Zt_b,lH2 
-IIYt - B2Yt_l - n 2Zt_1 - F(Yt_l,Zt_ll,2)1121 
+IIYt - B21't_l - D2 Zt-l - F(Yt-b Zt-l, ,2)112 
x1aa !(Yt_l,Zt_1,,1) - oa !(Yt_1,Zt_1,,2)1. ,i ,i 
Now recall that from Assumption LN 18~J(Yt-1' Zt_1,,1)1 ~ v'OL(IIYt-d2 + IIZt-1112), and 
as in the first case we have 
IIIYt - B1Yt_1 - D1Zt_1 - F(Yt-1, Zt_1,,1)112 -IIYt - B2Yt_l - n 2Zt_1 - F(Yt-l, Zt_1,,2)1121 
~ (111't-d2 + IIZt-1112) X (lIB2 - B1h + IID2 - D1h + Jfr:"h2 - ,1112) . 
and using Assumption LN' we have the following inequality (recall that for the inner product 
X . Y = L:i=1 XiYi that defines the norm IIXI12 = (L:i=1 xl)1/2 we have X . Y ~ IIXhIIYI12), 
then 
o 1 0 2 I I-a !(Yt-1,Zt-1,,) - -a !(Yt-bZt-b,) ,i ,i 
= 1V'T'ao !(Yt-l, Zt-b1)' (,2 _ ,1)1 ,i 
~ 11V'T'aa !(Yt-bZt-b1)112h2 - ,1112 ,i 
~ J8r:"(~Yt-d2 + 11 Zt-l 112)1I!2 - ,1112 
therefore (assuming that v'OL> 1/2 without loss of generality, for the second inequality) we 
obtain 
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- {)8 !(Yt-b Zt-b ,2)IIYt - B2Yt_l - n2 Zt-l - F(Yt-b Zt-b ,2)1121 ,i 
::; y'h(IIYt-1112 + II Zt-Iil2) 
x(IIYi-1112 + II Zt-1112)(IIB2 - Bl112 + IID2 - Dl112 + 2v'hh2 -,1112) 
+IIYi - B2Yi_1 - D2 Zt-1 - F(Yi-I, Zt-I, ,2)~2 
xy'h(IIYt-Iil2 + II Zt-tII2)h2 -,1112 
::; vffr:"(IIYi-11Is + II Zt-11Is) 
x[(IIYt-11Is + IIZt-tIIs) + IIYtl12 + oCBIIYt-Iils + OCDIIZt-tIIs + OCF(IIYi-Iils + II Zt-11Is)] 
x(IIB2 - Bl112 + IID2 - Dl112 + 2vffr:"h2 -,1112) 
== L~la~(p(e2,(P)) 
and by the same reasoning that in the first case it is clear that Hm SUPn n-1 L:~1 E(L~l) < 
00, and p(.) is a distance. So we have proved the lemma. 
Q.E.D. 
C.6 Proof of Lemma 4.1(vi) 
Let us analyze each element in V'~qt(w, e). In case of type A, since there is no parameter 
12Yt-iYt-j - 2Yt-iYt-jl = 0 and there is nothing to prove. Analogously for types Band D. In 
case C we have by Assumption LN' 
{) 2 {) 1 
12Yt-i-{) !(Yt-1, Zt-1" ) - 2Yt-i-{) !(Yt-I. Zt-b, )1 ,j ,j 
= 12Yt-ill{){) !(Yt_bZt_b,2) - {){) !(Yi_1,Zt_b,l)1 
,j ,j 
= 12Yt-illV'-y({){) !(Yi-I, Zt-I,;y)' (,2 _,1)1 
,j 
::; 12Yt-illlV'-y({){) !(It -1,Zt-1,i)1121I,2 -,1112 
,j 
::; 12Yt-ilv'6;"(IIYi-Iils + IIZt-Iils) 
x(IIB2 - Bl112 + IID2 - Dll12 + 1112 - ,1112) 
== L~2a~(p( e2, e1)) 
and again lim sUPn n-1 Ef=l E(L?2) < 00 as in Lemma 4.1(v). Case E is analogous to case C. 
In case F we have 
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+ a a~ f(lt-b Zt-b ,1)lllt - El It-I - Dl Zt-l - F(lt-b Zt-I, ,I )~2 ,j ,i 
-[{}{} !(Yt-b Zt-l, 'l )][{){} !(Yt-l, Zt-l, ,./ )]}I 
li Ij 
{[ {} 2 {} ( 2)] [{} 1 {} 1 = 21 -{} !(Yt-l, Zt-b I )-{} ! Yt-b Zt-l, I - -{} !(Yt-b Zt-b I )-{} !(Yt-l, Zt-b I )] 
li Ij li Ij 
-[a a~ f(Yt-b Zt-l, 11 )IIYt - Bl Yt-l - D1 Zt-l - F(Yt-b Zt-b 11 )112] 
Ij li 
+[ a a~ f(Yt-1, Zt-I, ,1 )IIYt - B1 Yt-1 - D1 Zt-1 - F(Yt-1' Zt-I, ,I )112]}1 
Ij ,i 
_ 21AB -CD - EF- GHI 
= 21[AB - AD + AD - CD] - [EF- EH + EH - CH]I 
- 2{IAIIB - DI + IDIIA - Cl + IEIIF - HI + IHIIE - GI} 
= 2{[la{} !(Yt-b Zt_1l/2)II a{) !(Yt-l, Zt-ll ,2) - {}{} !(Yt-b Zt_ll,I)1 ,i ,j ,j 
a 1 a 2 {} 1 +I-a !(Yt-l,Zt-ll, )II-a !(Yt-l,Zt-ll,) - -a !(Yt-bZt-ll,)1 ,j ,i ,i 
a2 
+Ia a !(Yt_l,Zt_l,,2)1 
,j ,i 
IIIYt - B2Yt_l - D2 Zt-l - F(Yt-l, Zt-l, ,2)112 - IIYt - B1Yt_l - Dl Zt-l - F(Yt-l, Zt-l, ,1)1121 
+IIIYt - B1Yt_l - D1Zt_1 - F(Yt_1,Zt_l"I)II21 
a
2 
2 a
2 
T 1)ll} la a !(Yt-b Zt-l,,)- a a !(1t-l,Zt-l" ,j ,i ,j ,i 
now recall the steps in Lemma 3.1(v), then 
< 2{( /bZ(IIYt-t!i2 + II Zt-t!i2)( /bZ(IIYt-t!i2 + IIZt-I112)h2 - ,1112) 
+( v'6L(IIYt-I112 + II Zt-t!l2)( /bZ(IIYt-I112 + IIZt-d2)h2 - ,1112) 
+~(IIYt-lll2 + IIZt-lh) 
(IIYt-d2 + IIZt_d2)(IIB2 - Bl 112 + IID2 - Dlll2 + 2/bZh2 - ,1112) 
+(IIYtll2 + bCBIIYt-d2 + bCDIIZt-l 112 + bCF(IIYt-t!l2 + II Zt-d2)) 
(~(IIYt-lll2 + II Zt-lh)h2 - ,lll2)} . 
Now recalling Assumption LN'(ii) we obtain (assuming that V8L> 1) that 
< 2{2( /bZ(IIYt-d2 + IIZt_d2)2(IIB2 - Blh + IID2 - Dlll2 + 2/bZh2 - ,1112) 
+[~(IIYt-lh + II Zt_lll2)2 
+~(lIYt-d2 + II Zt-lll2) 
x(IIYtll2 + bCBIIYt-d2 + bCDIIZt-lh + bCF(IIYt-d2 + II Zt-lll2))] 
x[IIB2 - Bl 112 + IID2 - Dlll2 + J8r:"h2 - ,lll2]} 
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- (4Jh(llyt-I~S + II Zt-tIIS)2 + [2~(llyt-tIIs + II Zt-tIIS)2 
+2~(IIYt-ds + IIZt-ds) 
x(IIYt~s + oCBIIYt-ds + oCDIIZt-ds + oCF(IIYt-llls + IIZt-llls))]) 
X(~B2 - BIl12 + IID2 - DIb + Jfr}y2 -,I~2) 
== [L~3][a~(p(lP,el))] 
and again lim supn n- I L~=I E(L~2) < 00 as in Lemma 10. Q.E.D. 
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